[Surgical strategy for severe cervical spine dislocations].
To evaluate the rate of open reduction and surgical strategy of severe cervical dislocation. From March 2001 to March 2006, the data of 92 cases of cervical dislocation over 1/2 were retrospectively studied. Garden Well traction with 1 - 3 kg weight were performed before operation. The patients were performed with diskectomy and reduction with anterior approach initially, for those that can not be reduced, corpectomy were performed and reduction procedures were repeated. The posterior reduction and fixation were followed when reduction can not be reached with anterior approach only. The succeed rate of reduction, rate of tracheotomy were recorded and fusion rate, Frankel score and visual analog scale (VAS) were evaluated. Reduction succeed in 38 cases after diskectomy, 44 after corpectomy and 7 after combined anterior-posterior-anterior procedure. Three cases got incompleteness reduction. Tracheotomy was done in 29 cases. The Frankel score increased 0.5 degree and VAS was 2 averagely at the last follow-up. The succeed rate of anterior open reduction was 89.2%, and only 10.8% patients needs an additional combined posterior and anterior approach. For patients with completed spinal cord injury with dislocation above C(4), or with dislocation below C(5) but the edema on MRI T2 image are above C(4) level need tracheotomy. The operation be done until respiratory function stable. For patients with completed spinal cord injury with dislocation below C(4) and uncompleted spinal cord injury with dislocation above C(4), the rate of tracheotomy is relatively lower and early operation is recommended.